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The UNI)(f'M Writer's Workbench software is a set of computer programs
that help with two stages of document production: evaluation and editing.
These programs analyze prose documents and suggest improvements. There
are several types of programs: those that proofread, analyze style, and reformat
the text in new ways, and those that provide information about the English
language. This paper first describes the rhetorical and psychological writing
principles that underlie the Writer's Workbench programs. It then describes
the major Writer's Workbench programs and how they judge writing, based
on these writing principles. Finally, it presents the human factors principles
used in the design and development of the Writer's Workbench system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The previous paper in this issue of the Journal' pointed out the
growing need for automated language processing, that is, for tools to
help authors write clearly and understandably. Such tools are espe
cially important for technical writing where the content is precise and
a reader's failure to understand the text can be costly." This paper
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describes how the UNIX- Writer's Workbench software attempts to
meet this need.

The first major section of this paper describes the principles of good
writing that are incorporated into the Writer's Workbench programs.
Many of these principles are supported by research showing that,
indeed, different writing styles make a difference to the reader. The
next section describes the major Writer's Workbench programs and
relates them to the principles. The last major section describes the
user considerations that guided the design of the Writer's Workbench
programs.

II. SOME PRINCIPLES OF GOOD WRITING STYLE

This section presents some principles of goodwriting style. Research
suggests that text that violates these principles is more difficult to
comprehend. These principles belong to the word, sentence, paragraph,
or document level, but of course, some principles overlap categories.

2.7 Word level

There are several word level principles besides the obvious ones
such as using and spelling words correctly.

2.7.7 Wordiness

Style guides usually advise writers to avoid hackneyed, empty, or
frequently misused phrases, such as "at this point in time" and
"notwithstanding the fact that."

2.7.2 Definite, specific, concrete lanBuaBe

Strunk and White3 remark that "the surest way to arouse and hold
the attention of the reader is by being specific, definite, and concrete."
They illustrate this principle by this pair of sentences, the first vague,
the second concrete:

A period of unfavorable weather set in.
It rained every day for a week.

Psychological research on memory and the imageability (ability to
create an image) of words suggests that texts with many abstract
words will be more difficult to remember, and presumably to under
stand, than texts with concrete worde,""

2.7.3 Word frequency and length

Coleman reported a high negative correlation between the average
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frequency of content words in a passage and its difficulty to readers,"
That is, texts made up of many infrequent words are difficult to
comprehend. He also found that difficult passages contained more
letters, syllables, and morphemes per word. Since frequency and length
are highly correlated," these two effects are possibly one effect. In
keeping with these findings, Klare recommends Anglo-Saxon-based
words over Latin-based words in English since the Latin form is
usually longer, as in "go" versus "proceed."!'

2.2 Sentence level
There are several obvious sentence-level principles, for instance,

using correct punctuation and correct grammar. Some of the less
obvious or more subjective principles are described below. These are
not principles of right or wrong, but rather of better or worse.

2.2. r Passive voice
One of the biggest writing problems, particularly in scientific writ

ing, is the overuse of the passive voice. Historically the passive voice
was used to indicate the objectivity of science and the scientist. The
scientist did not state, "I found that. 00'" but rather, "It was found
that. . . ." This usage was dogma; as Einstein said, "When a man is
talking about scientific subjects, the little word'!' should play no part
in his exposition.t'"

One problem with the passive voice in scientific materials is that its
use has spread from obscuring "I" and "we" to many other cases as
well, e.g.,

A variable-gain control is included in this circuit.

Scientific objectivity is still served by stating:

This circuit includes a variable-gain control.

Perhaps because of a change in scientists' perceptions of their role,"
or perhaps because of the difficulty of the passive style, many scientists
and scientific editors'v" now recognize and even promote the use of
the active voice, including the use of first-person pronouns.

Why should we avoid the passive voice? The rhetoric books describe
it as "dron[ing] like nothing under the sun," wordy and unclear," and
less direct and less vigorous" than the active voice. It may indeed be
all those things, but in addition, psychological research has shown
that the active versions of a sentence are recalled better'? and verified
faster." Scientific texts written in the third person passive, as "It was
concluded that ..." are remembered less well and appreciated less
than the same content written in the active voice."
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Kirkman'" took samples of scientific papers and rewrote the content
in six different styles. He asked scientists and engineers to rate which
version they found "most comfortable to read, easiest to grasp and
simplest to digest." In three different surveys, he found they preferred
"direct, active writing, with a minimum of specialist vocabulary, a
judicious mixture of personal and impersonal constructions, short and
uncomplicated sentences and liberal paragraphing."

These data do not imply that passive voice should never be used; at
times it is preferable to

1. Emphasize the object of the sentence
2. Vary the rhythm of the text
3. Avoid naming an unimportant actor.

EXAMPLE: The mail was delivered.

However, the passive voice should be restricted to the useful and
necessary cases, rather than used widely and indiscriminately.

2.2.2 Nom;na/;zat;ons
Nominalizations are nouns that have been created from verbs. They

usually end in "ion," "ment," "ence," or "ance," e.g., "transformation,"
"establishment," and "admittance." The empirical case against using
nominalizations is strong. Coleman" found that individual sentences
without nominalizations were remembered better than their nomin
alized forms. A multiple-choice comprehension test on content failed
to show a significant difference between the two versions. But on a
memory task, subjects required significantly more exposures to mem
orize sentences containing two nominalizations than to memorize the
same content written in active-verb form.

In a later experiment, Coleman'" investigated ten different types of
nominalizations and their active versions. He found that for those
pairs of sentences in which the active version was phrased in two
clauses and the nominalized version in one, the active was memorized
more quickly. For example

ACTIVE: If he discusses the reason for the price-change, it
will be appreciated.

NOMINALIZED: His discussion of the reason for the price-change
will be appreciated.

Coleman" took passages from a psychology text and rewrote all the
nominalizations, passive sentences, and adjectivalizations (verbs
formed from adjectives) into active sentences. (Coleman" found no
difference between adjectivalizations and their active forms.) He found
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that students answered correctly 25 percent more questions from the
rewritten texts than from the originals. In a similar experiment,
subjects were asked to write the passages immediately after reading
them. Subjects recalled the simplified passages significantly better
than the originals.

2.2.3 Expletives
In grammar, the term expletive refers to a syllable, word, or phrase

that adds no information. In particular "expletives" are words such as
"it" or "there," which anticipate a later word or phrase. Thus, in
"There are three solutions to this puzzle," "There" is an expletive
anticipating "solutions."

Many times such expletives can be deleted, e.g., "This puzzle has
three solutions," although sometimes they cannot, e.g., "It is raining."
Although no research demonstrates that expletives make text more
difficult, Brogan22 argues that when the expletive deemphasizes the
main verb inappropriately, the sentence should be changed. For in
stance,

It is this necessity that adds to their complexity.

can be changed to

This necessity adds to their complexity.

making "adds" more salient.

2.3 Paragraph level
2.3.7 Readability
The readability or reading grade score for a text predicts how many

years of schooling a reader would need to understand it. (Units other
than years of schooling are sometimes used.) The prediction is usually
based on the length of the words in the text and the length of the
sentences. Different readability formulas calculate the lengths differ
ently and weight the factors differently.

As we mentioned in the previous section, the length of a word
(highly related to its frequency) predicts its difficulty. Sentence length
is related to sentence type, with complicated sentences usually con
taining more words than simple ones. Readability formulas predict
reasonably well the difficulty of the text, not because sentence length
and word length cause reading difficulty, but because they are highly
correlated with features such as complexity and frequency, which do.

As with any predictor, these formulas can be fooled.The Dale-Chall
formula'" takes vocabulary items into consideration, but most formulas
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do not and will provide incorrect readability scores for nonsense text.
All the formulas will give the same values for text with the sentences
input backwards or forwards. But, in general, the formulas give a
reasonable prediction of text difficulty when presented with naturally
written text.

Unfortunately, research has shown11 that the comprehensibility of
the text is not necessarily improved, although the reading grade score
is, by simply shortening words and sentences. The best way to improve
the comprehensibility of a text is to rewrite it following the principles
of good writing.

2.3.2 Variation
In writing, as in most fields of endeavor, moderation is best. The

previously described principles are not absolutes; some passives and
nominalizations are reasonable, and in fact, variation in sentence
length, structure, and type is necessary to make writing interesting
and keep the reader's attention." There are other more important
reasons to vary sentence type, which usually varies length as well.

Writing instructors suggest that less important ideas should be
grammatically subordinated to more important ones so that the gram
matical structure emphasizes the logical structure. Two simple sen
tences can be joined by using a "that" clause or an adverb, such as
"although," to subordinate one to the other. The less important
sentence should be in the subordinate clause after the "that" clause or
adverb. For example, the following sentences:

1. The short, simple sentence is the most comprehensible form for
an individual sentence.

2. Overusing such sentences may make a document seem disjointed.
can be combined:

Although the short, simple sentence is the most comprehensible
form for an individual sentence, overusing such sentences may
make a document seem disjointed.

The combined sentence subordinates sentence (1) to sentence (2), thus
emphasizing that the information in sentence (2) is more important
than that in sentence (1).

2.4 Document level
2.4.' O"anization
Most books on writing recommend that the first sentence of each

paragraph present the topic of the paragraph or else provide a transi
tion from the previous paragraph into a new topic.3,13 If, for most
paragraphs, the first sentence reflects the topic, then these sentences
give the reader a reliable signpost to the meaning. Headings also
provide signposts to topics and topic changes. A paper with good
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headings and topic sentences can be skimmed easily and quickly, and
even the person who reads every word will find it easier to follow.

2.4.2 Audience considerations

Style books strongly advise writers to know their audience and to
write for them. This is particularly important for materials such as
instruction manuals, which the reader needs to understand. Writing
for the reader extends from questions of vocabulary and sentence
structure to content and organization. For content and organization,
Flower" gives particularly thorough advice.

III. PROGRAMS

Until recently, students of writing could use only books and teachers
to help them. This has slowly been changing with the advent of
computer programs to do some of the work. Most programs, however,
have focused solely on checking and correcting spelling." Several
readability indices have also been automated, but in general, wire
services, magazines, newspapers, and businesses still do not analyze
their text with the computer, although it is often stored and edited in
a computer.

Although not yet in widespread use, several text analysis 'systems
do exist. Besides the Writer's Workbench programs26•27 to be described
here, other systems include EPISTLE,28 an IBM project still in the
research stage; JOURNALISM,29 a University of Michigan system
that provides feedback to journalism students; and CRES,30 a Navy
system to help improve the quality of technical manuals and training
materials. The EPISTLE system is a business office system that will
abstract the contents of incoming letters but will also correct gram
matical errors in outgoing letters. JOURNALISM provides some
proofreading, but because it is programmed with specific knowledge
about the articles it evaluates, it is able to comment on the organization
and content as well. CRES calculates the readability score for the
text, flags uncommon and misspelled words and long sentences, and
suggests simple replacements for difficult words and phrases.

The rest of this section describes some of the Writer's Workbench
programs, focusing on those that most strongly reflect the principles
discussed in Section II.

3.7 Proofreading: proofr

The most useful Writer's Workbench programs are in some ways
the least interesting. Every writer can use proofreading help, since as
we become more familiar with a piece of writing we become poorer at
spotting errors in it.

The proofreading program, praofr, invokes five separate programs.
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A three-line example of input text and its proofr output are shown in
Fig. 1. Each of these five programs can be run individually, but are
more conveniently run as a package. When run separately, some of
the programs have capabilities not found when they are run as part of
proofr. Each separate program will be discussed in turn.

3.1.1 Spelling: spellwwb
The spellwwb program, a spelling checker based on the UNIX system

spell program," allows users to have a personal dictionary of words.

INPUT: 0... report. "Tbc ... F......c.1ab of Oraaaizaloul Coat"n.ity".
is cedoMd. PIeue ICIId. _,. ra:o..aIdaI dIaQCI at )'OW
cadi_ onwcaic8IcL ......

I'ROOFIl SPELLING -------
0UTPlTf: PauiWc ....... ..,.... • cu.pIcIIc arc:

If la, of lheM warda an: spcOcdQiJR'CICItr.....£1' type
........d wordl .0rd2 ~ '0".

to .,e tile. add" 10 )'Ollt spcIktiI:t &Ie.

PUNC11JA1'lON ------
TIle pUllClutiOD ill eumplolilc illlrst da:n'bed.

2 doable quolCi alld Q millie q.ola
o apoltTOplla
o left pueDtllClClI.d 0 rip, ones

Tbe propam DeAlprinll allYRDIe-nee tlW. illhlalu is iDCOm:cdy
JMlIlCI....ted and follow, il by its cal'1'ectioa.

HneJ
OLD: OUr report, "Tba BuIc f ......mcntal. of Orpnizatanal Complcllil)'·.
NEW: Our report. --rile !uk: 'liadamen.... of Orpni.lo.... Camplulty:
line]
OLD: CltUal conll'clIoicDCC. tllallb.
NEW: .rlleat CGII¥cllieacc.. l1IlI••L

For more inlGrmatioD .\lout PIUH:t_lioD MIlS, type:

PIIIlCU'UICi

------ DOUBLE WORDS ------
For &IecumpidUe:

No double words fouad

------ WORDCHOICE ------

Scalelea wiQ pauiWy wanIJ or miaUHd pIltua arc IiIIcd aUI.
lollo_ed by ....... I'e't' .......

bqiuimlliac I cumpldle
Our repoft. *T1le -( Buic f .....c.....J· of OrpaizalOaaI Complcll.".
ilmd-'

"".IIIIi.1I 2 CUllipIcIIc
Pkuc MDd allJ rllCQlllelllllcd ell.....( al you artiaI CH;"c"caccl·.

file cumplcilc:: ....ba' olliDa l •••mba arpllrua fa.'" 2

T.Wc 01Sut.tihdiou

PHRASE SU1lS1T1U11ON

.. JOIlr ..-tiCSl co• .,ClLiCMC: nc -MDD-lar - at you cuticsl coayc.icKC
",ic lu_mc.1aII: llJC -'••mc••- rar - buir:: r.adamcnta1J-

----- SPUT INFINI1lVES -----

for falecumplcftlc:

No IpUtin6nltlvCIfoaRd

Fig. I-Input to and output from proofr program.
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The program searches the input text and prints all words that are not
in its dictionary or the user's dictionary.

In addition, the spellwwb program can be used interactively to
correct spelling errors. The spellwwb program prompts the user with
each possibly misspelled word. Responding to each, the user can:

1. Find all lines on which it appears in the rue
2. Invoke another program to try to determine the correct spelling
3. Tell the program how to change the spelling
4. Leave it as it is
5. Save it in a personal dictionary of correct words.

The user can also specify that certain misspellings always be changed.
For instance, a poor speller might store the correction "relevant" for
"relevent." Then spellwwb makes all specified corrections and updates
the user's personal spelling file.

3.1.2 Punduation: pund
The punct program searches for simple punctuation errors. It rec

ommends changes to:
1. Move commas and periods to the left of double quotes, and move

semicolons and colons to the right of double quotes
2. Capitalize the first letter of sentences
3. Balance double and single quotes and parentheses.

The program enforces straightforward rules, not ones that require
judgment, such as deciding whether a comma or semicolon is the
appropriate mark. When punct finds an error, it prints the original
line, followedby its correction of the line.

Some of the rules punct enforces are unfamiliar to many people,
such as the relative position of double quotation marks with other
marks of punctuation. Nevertheless, they are accepted standards of
American English. The punct program directs a user who has made
punctuation errors to use the program punctrules, which provides a list
of pertinent punctuation rules. The user, thus, has easy access to
reference information, which can be used to decide whether the sug
gested changes are appropriate.

3.1.3 Consecutive occurrences of the same word: double
Using context line editors for editing text increases the chance of

having the same word twice in a row. The double program locates
consecutive occurrences of the same word, which can be split across
two lines.

3.1.4 Wordy phrasing:didion
The diction program, described by Cherry,32 searches a text file for

phrases that writing experts have classified as wordy or frequently
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misused. The latest version of its dictionary also contains some phrases
that may reflect a sexual bias. The program prints sentences contain
ing such phrases and surrounds them with stars and brackets (*[ ]*).
It then recommends substitutions for these phrases. For instance, for
the phrase, "bring to a conclusion," it recommends using "conclude,"
"end," or "finish."

Users should have the flexibility of tailoring the word list to their
environment. In general, "end," "stop," or "finish" may be goodchoices
for "terminate," but for many people writing about software, "termi
nate" is the appropriate word. Such a user can direct the program to
stop searching for "terminate" by creating a personal dictionary.
Having a private dictionary of extra terms and suppressed terms
increases the usefulness of the diction program.

3.1.5 Split infinitives: splitinf

The splitinf program uses a "parts of speech" analysis program,
parts,33 to find infinitives that are split by adverbs. Such split infini
tives as in "to quickly decide" are the most common type. Since users
may be unfamiliar with this error, those whose papers contain split
infinitives are told to use splitrules, which will print grammatical
information about split infinitives.

3.2 Stylistic analyses

The stylistic analysis programs provide information whose interpre
tation is less concrete than that given by the proofreading programs.
Hence, the information is more difficult to use; following the advice
faithfully can require a considerable amount of time.

3.2.1 Tabular stylistic information: style

The style program." based on parts, provides 71 numbers describing
the stylistic features of a text. The most important variables it reports
are several readability indices (described more fully by Cherry32),
information on the average length of the words and sentences, the
distribution of sentence lengths, the grammatical types of sentences
used, e.g., simple and complex, the percentage of verbs in the passive
voice, the percentage of nouns that are nominalizations, and the
number of sentences that begin with expletives.

The style output for this article, shown in Fig. 2, is more useful for
research on the style of documents, however, than for helping inex
perienced writers improve their writing style. The style table is difficult
for many writers to interpret because

1. Users may not know the meaning of some terms, e.g., "expletive"
and "nominalization."

2. Users frequently do not know whether the numerical values
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readability ...d..:
(Ki"";d) 11.3 ('UIO) 12.6 (CGle_o-Liau) 13.1 (Flach) 13.2 (48.1)

lenleace info:
DO. leot 240 DO. web 4636
....olleos 19.3 •• word Ie. S.II
00. queationa I 00. impenlli... 0
00. eooleol wda 2734 S9.0'I. •• Ie. 6.72
.bort .onl «14) 24.. (SI) lo.....nt (>29) 9'1 (22)
Ioopst IOnl 64 wda.t lOot ISO; .bllrtclt lOot 4 wda ot lOot 70

leDteDee typel:
limplo 42.. (101) cnmplo. 31.. (92)
compouod 7.. (16) compouod-complo. 13.. (31)

word ....:
.orb Il'I"'I u .. or total .orba
lobo 32'A (170) .u. 16.. (IS) in! 17.. (19)
puoi.o. u $ or non-in! .Ot" 14$ (63)
typo. u $ or total
prop 10.S$ (487) conj 3.1$ (177) ad. 4.2'A (191)
noun 21.0'1. (1296) adj 17.2'A (791) pron 4.7$ (220)
nominalizotiuOI 2 $ (90)

Hnlence bq1nninp:
.ubjoct uponor: nouo (48) pron (21) pol (I) .dj (3S) art (n) lot 70'1.
prop 13$ (32) .d. 6$ (U)
.orb 1$ (3) .ub_conj 6$ (14) conj 2$ (S)
..p1oti... I" (2)

Fig. 2-Style program output for this paper.

should be high or low, even for terms that are probably familiar, such
as "complex sentence."

3. Users who know enough to minimize or maximize the use of some
construction still do not know what numerical value is appropriate.

3.2.2 Interpreted stylistic analysis: prose

The prose program goes beyond the style program by providing the
style statistics and an interpretation as well. The prose program
compares the style values of the user's text against a set of standards
and describes the differences in a two-to-three page output written in
English sentences. A section of prose output is shown in Fig. 3.

Several sets of standards for comparison are available since texts
are written for different types of readers and for different purposes.
Users select which set of standards should be used in the interpretation
of their text. Currently there are built-in standards for technical papers
and prose training materials. These standards were set as follows.
Department heads in the Bell Laboratories basic research area were
asked to identify the best technical writers in their departments. These
people were, in turn, asked to identify their best written technical
documents (content aside). This process yielded twenty-eight docu
ments. An editor in a Bell Laboratories training department provided
34 documents that he judged to be particularly well written. The
technical and training documents were then run through the style
program. The means and standard deviations of each of the style
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-nil leal coatalal • midi IliPcr pcI'l:A1:ap of ....e
.aIII (44.Q'I.) lIIall iI com.o" i. FOd IlDellmUb of Ihi:I
t)'pC.. TbCi KOI1l for e .......hollid be below 2I.'~.

A .f:.llteM:C iI iJI tile I! "Dice .... ill pam_tical
... bjad iI t1Ie rer:a.er aI tlacacdoa.

PASSIVE: The:bIJI W&I Idt by the boy.

WIle. lIIe doer of Oil actioll i.D"H""DeC iI the ••bjoa.
lJIc ICnlcec:c is ill the lCIh'e "ob.

ACTIVE:The boy IUttile baD.

nc """YC v. illOmeth... aoed_
I. 10clllphuizc the objoct of the MIIlCDCe"

2. 10"'" Ihe t ..",11mof the lUt, Of

J. lo ....oid -.miDJ •• ammpo .... olllClar.

EXAMPLE: TIHI approprilliou were appro"ed.

AllhallP JU&in 14l1llleDCCI arc IOmcdma a=cd.
"1'=halapal raan::" ... Ibowa ....'UI.,. .... bard. 10
comprabcnd lila. KIi"c '1111"-' BomUHI of ~.

YOIl .howd tn.dorm .. muy of ycIl11 puti"CI 10
actiVC:I u pollible. YOII Clft IlIIl the _ proJAm to find
aU YOIIf MllilellCll with paulll'C "crbI III tIIcm. by
lypllII tile rDDowi ... Il:Ommand wilen ... pro...... is
fi..Is"~

style -p &leMma

You Iaa'li'C appropriately limited your nomiuliutio...
(aouM made from verbs, e.... -ducription-),

Fig. 3-Section of prose program output for a poor paper.

variables were computed for each document set. These means and
standard deviations now make up the standard for that document
type. When the value of a user's variable is more than one standard
deviation from the mean of that standard, prose recommends changes.
The mkstand program can be used to create additional standards from
a set of documents. This flexibility allows any writing group to tailor
the standards for its particular audience.

If any of the input text's values is more than one standard deviation
from the selected standard, prose explains why this may make the
document hard to comprehend and how to rewrite the text to remove
the problem. If scores on a variable are acceptable, and the variable is
an important one, prose tells the user that the text achieved an
appropriate score.

3.2.3 Stylistic problems in context: fine/be

Although the style program can isolate individual sentences that
contain passive verbs, expletives, or nominalizations, it is frequently
difficult to know which sentences to change and how to change them
without seeing the surrounding context. The findbeprogram automates
part of a prescription for revision given by Lanham, who tells the
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revisor to circle all forms of the verb "to be" and to try to replace
them. 34

•
35 This advice agrees with some of the information presented

earlier since "to be" occurs with passives, e.g.,

The difficulty of the passive voice IS disregarded by many writers.

with many nominalizations, e.g.,

Coleman's discussion of nominalizations IS comprehensive.

and with expletives, e.g.,

There ARE many ways to avoid expletives.

The findbe program underlines and capitalizes all forms of "to be."
The text is then formatted as usual, providing the user with a paper
that is easy to read, since all sentences are in context and problem
areas are highlighted. This turns out to be a useful way of looking at
the first draft of a paper.

3.2.4 Checking text abstractness: abst

The abst program'" indexes the conceptual abstractness of the input
text. Abstractness is defined here as the percentage of words in the
text that also occur on a list of 314 words rated as abstract in
psychological research.

When the percentage of abstract words is over 2.3 percent, the
program suggests that concrete examples be introduced to make the
document more understandable. (This cutoff was derived from the
collection of good documents used to develop the prose standards.)
The abstract words found in the text are saved in a rue for the user to
review.

3.3 Organization
3.3.1 Judging organization: org
The organization of a text is important since an appropriate struc

ture makes it more comprehensible. For a computer program to analyze
the organization of a text fully, it would need to abstract the content.
Without a parser for English, or some other way of interpreting the
meaning of a text, our programs cannot give feedback on the quality
of the content and organization.

The org program, however, was designed to give a writer a different
perspective on a text as an aid in evaluating its organization. The
program formats the text and preserves headings and paragraph
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boundaries, but prints only the first and last sentence of each para
graph.

For writers who followthe traditional topic sentence and concluding
sentence format for paragraphs, the output can be a good abstract of
the paper. Even for writers with a more casual style, seeing the overall
structure of a long paper can help to improve it.

IV. USER CONSIDERATIONS

In discussing human-computer interactions, two issues should be
considered: the ease of using the programs and the quality of the
computer's responses.P" This section will describe how the Writer's
Workbench system attempts to optimize both aspects of the interac
tion.

4. 7 User lnterectlon«
4.1.7 Program pow@r

Perhaps the most important organizational decision made was to
design the Writer's Workbench system hierarchically. One command,
wwb, runs the most commonly used programs, the proofreading pro
gram, prootr, and the English-language stylistic program, prose. The
wwb program is easily remembered as the acronym for the Writer's
Workbench system, and so the casual user of the system finds the
system simple to access.

For the experienced user of the Writer's Workbench programs, prootr
and prose can be used individually, as can the separate components of
prootr, thus allowing such users all the power they need. For one
program, prootr, there is an alternate spelling, prooter, because based
on the pronunciation it was often misspelled this way.

Many of the programs allow users to have their own dictionaries to
tailor the output. Rather than requiring the users to type the names
of the dictionaries as part of the command line, these programs use a
particular file if it exists. Of course, users can still override this when
they choose. Furthermore, commands were created to add words to
these dictionaries, rather than requiring the users to edit them and
keep them in sorted order. Thus, casual users can create personal
spelling dictionaries and access them automatically with just two
commands.

4.7.2 Docum@ntation

For new users, there is now a substantial amount of paper documen
tation that describes the programs, how to use them, and their relation
to good writing. But because users frequently do not own the paper
documentation or do not have it near them, there are many on-line
aids as well.
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As with all UNIX system commands there are manual pages for
each Writer's Workbench program, which are helpful to experienced
UNIX system users. For the casual user, there is an on-line introduc
tory system, which describes the uses of each Writer's Workbench
program command.

Two other commands give on-line help. The wwbinfo command
provides a list of all the commands and their functions. The wwbhelp
command takes a key word as an argument and lists all the programs
that have anything to do with that key word. These are words such as
the following: "syllable," "prose," "passive," "sentence," and "organi
zation."

Each Writer's Workbench program can also be run with a "flags"
option, which prints that program's format and options. Further, since
many of the programs have default options, these options are also
echoed back with the user-specified options, as described in Section
4.2.2.

Finally, the output of many of the programs suggests other programs
that would be useful. These suggestions are based on the analyses of
the input text, and can thus remind users of programs that are useful
for that text. For instance, users with spelling errors are told how to
add correctly spelled words to their personal spelling dictionary, and
the prose output suggests other appropriate programs. For example,
users with too many passives are told how to find all sentences with
passive verbs by using the style program.

4.2 Computer responses
What users have to remember and what they have to type are

certainly important variables to consider when evaluating a system.
But the quality of the messages the computer provides is also impor
tant.

4.2.J Output length
The Writer's Workbench programs have attracted many new UNIX

system users. For such users, the traditional "silence" of UNIX system
commands is unfriendly," e.g., if the spell command finds no mis
spelled words it simply stops, and the user receives a prompt (not a
pat On the back). This silence is exactly what the regular UNIX system
user wants, as McIlroy states, "Canned chitchat, like the plastic
announcements on airplanes, may please newcomers, but it annoys
old hands."39 The obvious problem is that regular and casual users
share machines, and what is right for one is frustrating for the other.

The first versions of most of the Writer's Workbench programs
were verbose, irritatingly so, for experienced UNIX system users. We
added "-s" options (for short) to most programs, which removed the
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chitchat and most of the "pats on the back." Recently, we changed all
the programs so that users can specify once what length of output
they want in the future. Since expert users are best able to change
this default, users who do not specify any length receive the long
version.

4.2.2 Feedback
The Writer's Workbench programs inform the user when the pro

gram has started. Even experienced users may want reassurance that
everything is proceeding on a heavily loaded system. Most commands
echo the command line and include any options that were not chosen
by the user but came about through default. This gives users a record
of the exact command run; it may also remind them that they do not
want a particular default, and it may alert them to options they did
not know existed.

The Writer's Workbench programs cannot correct incorrect entries,
but they try to provide complete, informative, and accurate error
messages.

4.3 Needed improvements
To date, proofr is a major proofreading package, geared toward users

who print the output on paper and make any recommended changes
themselves. Since the output refers to a text problem by labeling it
with the line number in the unformatted file, a user who has someone
else type the text and only has the formatted output does not find
these line numbers useful. For users with CRT display terminals, the
output can be too lengthy to fit in the terminal's memory so that by
the end of the program the first part of the output has disappeared.
This makes it difficult to notice all the problems and change them.

We are currently designing two new versions of the proofr program.
A version for word processing center customers will provide all the
proofreading comments superimposed on the formatted output. For
CRT users, we plan a completely interactive version, which will move
linearly through the file and display possible corrections for the user
to accept or ignore.

V. SUMMARY

This paper described some principles of good writing and some
experimental results that show that readers prefer writing that em
bodies these principles and find it easier to understand. The paper
then described a set of computer programs called the UNIX Writer's
Workbench software. These programs help a writer isolate problems
with general style as well as with individual sentences, phrases, and
words. The final section of the paper described some of the human
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factors principles that guided the design of the programs. The following
paper in this journal" will describe the reception of the Writer's
Workbench programs at Bell Laboratories and at two trial locations.
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